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ABSTRACT 
Starting with a IIermitian band matrix R, we fill it in as we try to complete it to 
an invertible Hermitian matrix F. Often, we can make F invertible even though all 
but one of the maximal Hermitian submatrices in the band may be not invertible. 
This paper is a continuation of the author’s recent paper on bordered matrices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A matrix with all zeros off the main diagonal and the first m pairs of 
superdiagonals is called a band matrix with bandwidth m. We say that an 
n X n matrix R = ( rjk> is an m-band matrix if rjk = 0 for all Ik - jl > m, and 
an n X n Hermitian matrix F = (f,,) is a completion of such a matrix I? if 
fJk = rjk for all Ik - jl < m. The problem of this paper is to find conditions on 
a band matrix R which will enable us to build a Hermitian completion F 
which is also an invertible matrix. It is also possible to exert some control 
over the inertia of F. 
DEFISITION. The inertia of a Hermitian matrix H is a triple In H = 
(r, v, 6) consisting of the numbers of positive, negative, and zero eigenvalues 
of H. We let r(H), v(H) and 6(H) denote the three coordinates of In H. 
DEFINITION. A maximal Hermitian submatrix within an m-band n X n 
matrix is a (Hermitian) principal (m + 1) X (m + 1) submatrix that is within 
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the band. For an m-band n X n matrix R, let R ,, R,, , R._,,, denote the 
n - m maximal Hermitian submatrices ordered from the upper left comer, 
and let 
(ri,vi,ai) = In Ri, i = 1,2 ,...,n - m. 
Professors Dym and Gohberg started this type of work by showing (in [3]) 
that, when all the maximal submatrices of a Hermitian band matrix R are 
positive definite, then R has a Hermitian completion which is a positive 
definite matrix, and its inverse is also a band matrix. They report that this 
result has connections with signal processing and system theory. Professors 
Johnson and Rodman showed in [7] that when all the maximal submatrices of 
a Hermitian band matrix R are invertible, then R has a Hermitian comple- 
tion which is also invertible. Professors Ellis, Gohberg, and Lay showed (in 
[4]) that, when all the maximal submatrices and all the almost maximal 
Hermitian submatrices of a Hermitian band matrix R are invertible, then R 
has a Hermitian completion whose inverse is also an m-band matrix. Addi- 
tional results on Hermitian completions of matrices appear in [5] and [6]. 
In our companion paper [l], we showed that when the “central” maximal 
submatrix of a Hermitian band matrix R is invertible, then R may be 
completed to an invertible Hermitian matrix. Here we shall generalize this 
by showing that knowing that just one of the maximal submatrices of a 
Hermitian band matrix R is invertible is sometimes the bulk of the hypothe- 
ses needed for showing that R has an invertible Hermitian completion. It is 
often possible (using, for example, Theorem 5 of 171) to construct the 
completion so that it will have a prechosen inertia, as long as the specified 
inertia is within the modest but necessary limits imposed by Theorem 1.2 
of [2]. 
DEFINITION. The maximal Hermitian m X m submatrices of the m - l- 
band n X n matrix made from an m-band matrix R by setting the outside 
pair of diagonals to zeros will be called the almost maximal Hermitian 
submatrices. We denote these n - m + 1 submatrices by R T, R c, . , R ,*_ ,n + 1. 
Our results are: 
THEOREM 1.1. Let R be an m-band n X n matrix. For a positive integer 
r, m -15 6 2r d n - m, suppose that R, or RT is invertible. Then R has an 
invertible Hermitian completion. 
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Furthermore, let v and rr he two integers such that v + rr = n. Then there 
is un invertible Hermitian completion F with In F = (7~, v,O) if and only if 
v>max{vi+6,,i=1,2,...,n-m) 
and 
7r>max{7ri+8i,i=1,2 ,..., n-m}. 
TI~EOKEM 1.2. Let R be un m-band n X n matrix. Suppose that one of the 
muximal Hermitian submatrices is invertible und for all i 
16(Ri) - ‘(R,+I) I ’ 1. 
Then R has an invertible Hermitian completion. 
Furthermore, let v and rr be two integers such that v + r = n. Then there 
is un invertible Hermitian completion F, with In F = (r, v, O), if and only if 
v>max{v,+6i,i=1,2 ,..., n-m} 
and 
5r>max{rri+6,,i=1,2 ,..., n-m}. 
This completion F can be found explicitly by Algorithm 3.4 below, which 
indeed embodies the idea of the proof of the theorem. 
When the band matrix R of our theorems is a real matrix, then the 
completion F will also be a real matrix. 
REMARK. With little change in proof, the existence of an invertible 
completion can be inferred from the following milder hypothesis on the 
6(Ri): assume for some r <(n - m)/2 that R, is invertible and 6(R,+j) < j 
for j = 1,2 ,..., min{m, n - m}. 
COUNTEREXAMPLE 1.3. An example of a one-band 3X3 matrix, with an 
invertible maximal Hermitian submatrix, which does not have an invertible 
completion is 
I 0 10  0 1 0.  I 
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LEMMA 1.4. Gicen any m-band Hermitian matrix R. Suppose that 
s(R,) =6(K) =a(%) =a(R;) = ... =6(R,T_,,,) =s(R,,_,,,). 
Then Ker R, = Ker Rz = Ker R, = . . . = Kcr R,T_,,, = Ker R,,_,,, as sub- 
spaces of C”. Furthermore,for any Hermitian completion F of R, 
KerFxKerR,. 
Proof. That Ker R, = Ker R,* = Ker R, = Ker R,T_,,, = Ker R,,_,,, is a 
corollary of Corollary 3.2(b) of [l] applied 2(n - m - 1) times. Since the {Ri) 
together cover all the rows of R, we see that 
FlKerR,=RIKerR,=O and hence Kcr F 3 Ker R, n 
PROPWITI~N 1.5. Let R he any m-band Hermitian matrix, m + 1 < n, 
and suppose that S(R,)<l for all i=1,2,...,n-m and 6(RT),<l for all 
i = 2,3, . , n - m. 
(a> lf 2m + 1 < n, then R has an inoertihle Hermitian completion. 
(b) R does not hate an imertihle Hermitian completion F if and only if 
6(R,)=l jbrall i=1,2,...,n-m 
and 
6(RT)=l forall i=2,3 ,..., n-m. 
REMARK. This result is almost a corollary of Theorem 1.2 and Lemma 
1.4. Its proof is presented at the end of Section 3. 
An Additional Result 
At the first ILAS conference in Provo, Utah we presented the following 
theorem on minimal-rank Hermitian completions. It says that whenever the 
nullity of each almost maximal submatrix of a Hermitian band matrix R is no 
greater than the nullity of its pair of maximal submatrices, then there is a 
positivity and negativity preserving completion of R. 
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TIIEORESI 1.6 (Minimal-rank completions). Given a Hermitian m-band 
n x n matrix R. Suppose thut 
6( RT) <6( Ri) and 6( RT) <6( R,+l) foreuch i=l,2 ,..., n-m-l. 
Then there is u Hermitiun completion F of R such that 
~(F)=tnax{~(Ri),i=1,2 ,..., n-m} 
and 
~(F)=max{v(R~),i=l,Z ,..., n-m}. 
This theorem is a consequence of Theorem 1.3 of [I]. The proof will 
appear in a companion paper. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we state Theorem 2.1 on 
bordered matrices, which summarizes many of the results of our companion 
paper [l]. In Section 3, we introduce tables of upper bounds for nullities. We 
use these tables to easily establish most of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. Theorem 
2.1 is the basis of Fommula 3.2. This formula is the basis for Algorithm 3.4 for 
building the tables of upper bounds for nullities. In Section 4, we present 
generalizations of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 (f or situations in which we do not 
know as vet how to build invertible completions). 
2. BORDERED MATRICES 
In this section, we state results about single-step completions which 
minimize the dimension of the kernel. Single-step completions are those 
completions where only one new number is entered. 
We start with the main result of our companion paper [l]: 
THEOREM 2.1 (On bordered matrices). Let H, be an (r - Z)X(r - 2) 
Hermitian matrix. Let v and w be vectors in CT-‘, and let a and b be real 
numbers. Set 
and H, = 
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and let H(z) be the bordered matrix 
Then there is a number z such that 
a(,-) <max{s(H,),6(H,)} 
and 
6(~)+v(.z)=max{6(H,)+v(H,),G(H,)+v(H~,)}. (2.1) 
Fu&emzore, either Ker H, 2 Ker H(Z) or Ker Ha 1 Ker H(z); alSo 
6(z) <6(H,). 
When Ia( 6(H,)( = 1, then S(z) = min{G(H,), 6(H,)}. 
When )6(H,)- 6(H,)l= 2, then S(z) = average{a(H,), 6(H,)]. 
Also, when 6(z) = max{S(H,), 6(H,)}, then Ker H(z) = f-l;‘=, Ker Hi. 
Furthermore. all these results are valid for all complex numbers z in some 
half plane P in the complex plane. Also, when H, and H, are both real 
matrices, then this half plane P will include a half line of the real axis. 
COHOLLARY 2.2. Given H,, H,, and H, as above, there is a number .z 
such that: 
(a) If 6(H,) < d - 1 and 6(H,) < d + 1 (or oice cersa), then 6(z) < d. 
(b) If 6(Tf,) ,< d and iS(H,) < d + 1 or (vice versa), then 6(z) < d. 
(c) If 6(H,) < d, then 6(z) < d. 
REMARK. The next lemma is an immediate consequence of Corollary 
3.2(a)of[l] applied to the pairs {Ri,RF+,} and (Ri+,,R~+,}. [Warning: the Si 
in [l] are the 6(Hj) here.] 
LEMMA 2.3. 16(Ri)- 6(R,+,)I < 2. 
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3. TABLES OF UPPER BOUNDS FOR NULLITIES 
In this section, we show how to construct triangular tables of upper 
bounds for nullities of certain principal submatrices of an achievable comple- 
tion of a given band matrix; Tables 1 and 2 are two such tables. These tables 
will enable us to establish the theorems of this paper. In each table, row 1 
will list values or upper bounds for the nullities of successive maximal 
(m+1)X(m+1)submatrices[6,=6(Ri), i=1,2,...,n-mlofagivenband 
matrix R provided all choices are made in the manner described in Section 
2. The objective will be to deduce rows 2,3,. bounding nullities of larger 
and larger principal submatrices in an achievable completion of R, using 
Formula 3.2 below. The number at the bottom vertex of the table will be an 
upper bound on the nullity of an achievable completion. Thus when the 
bottom vertex is the number 0, any completion whose construction is 
consistent with Corollary 2.2 will be an invertible matrix. 
Propositions 3.1 and 3.3 below arc illustrative examples of the type of 
results that can be established as consequences of Corollary 2.2 using tables 
of upper bounds for nullities. 
DEFINITION. A simple diugonul completion R’ of an m-band Hermitian 
matrix R is an m + l-band Hermitian completion of R. An N th (successive) 
simple diugonul completion of an m-band Hermitian matrix R is a simple 
diagonal completion of an (N - 1)st (successive) simple diagonal completion 
of R. (The original matrix R may be considered the 0th simple diagonal 
completion of itself.) 
DEFINITION. A tuble of upper bounds for nullities for an achievable 
completion F of a given m-band n X n matrix R is an inverted triangular 
table such that the number in the rth place of row N, N = 1,2,. . . , n - m, is 
an upper bound on the nullity of the rth maximal Hermitian submatrix 
R’;\‘-” of the (N - 1)st simple diagonal completion of the (original) band 
matrix R. [The matrix RcYp ‘) will be the principal submatrix ( fij>, r < i, j < 
m + N + r - 1, of the (f&al> completion F.] Such a table may have a row 0 
whose entries are values or upper bounds for the nullities of the successive 
almost maximal m X TJI submatrices [ 6(RT), i = 1,2,. , n - m + 11. 
hOPOSITION 3.1. Let R be un m-band n X n matrix. Suppose that A, is 
invertible, Dim Ker R 1O Q 2, and n - m = 13. Then there is an invertible 
completion F of R. 
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Proof. Using Lemma 2.3 and the hypotheses 6, = 6(R,) = 0 and 6,,, = 
S(R,,) Q 2, we see that row 1 of Table 1 below is a list of upper bounds for 
{Si = 6(q), i = 1,2,. . ) n - m). 
Row 2 of Table 1 may be obtained by simply applying Formula 3.2(a), 
(b), and (c*) below to row 1. Then Corollary 2.2 will imply that such a row 2 
is a list of upper bounds for the nullities of the 11 - VI - 1 maximal Hermitian 
submatrices of a hypothetical simple diagonal completion R’ of R. 
Row 3 of Table 1 may be obtained by simply applying Formula 3.2(a), 
(b), and (c) below to rows 1 and 2. Then Corollary 2.2 will imply that such a 
row 3 is a list of upper bounds for the nullities of the n - m -2 maximal 
Hermitian submatrices of a hypothetical second simple diagonal completion 
R” = CR’) of R. 
We may continue in this manner, using Formrda 3.2 repeatedly to 
mechanically write down Table 1 row by row. Thus we may complete Table 
1 so that its Nth row is a list of upper bounds for the nullities of the 
n - m - N + 1 maximal Hermitian submatrices of the (N - 1)st successive 
simple diagonal completion of R. This results in the number at the bottom 
vertex being zero; since this is an upper bound for an achievable 6(F), we 
see that R has an invertible completion F. n 
FOMIL:LI\ 3.2 (For adding a row to a partial table of upper bounds for 
nullities). For this pattern (assuming Id, - d,l < 1 and Id, - d,l < 1): 
* * * ‘I, * * * 
* * d, d, * * 
d 
(a) set d = min{d,, dJ = min{d,, d,, dJ, when Id, - d31 = 1; 
(b) set d = averageid,, dJ = min{d,, average(d,, d,JI when Id, - cl,1 = 
2, and 
(c) set d = min{d,, d,} when d, = d, or 
(c*> set cl = d, when d, = d,? are in row 1 but row 0 is not listed on the 
table. 
Then Id, - dl < 1 and Id - d,l < 1. 
REMARK. Formula 3.2 is consistent with Corollary 2.2 and with Theo- 
rem 2.1 on bordered matrices, since d,, d,, d,, and d are upper bounds on 
the nullities for four Hermitian matrices which overlap in the exact manner 
of the matrices H,, H,, H,, and H(z) of Theorem 2.1. Assuming (d, - d,l < 1 
and Id, - d,l < 1 when d,, d,, and d, are in rows 0 and 1 is consistent with 
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TABLE 1 
UPPER BOUNDS FOR THE NIIILITIES cYi = 6(Ri) OF THE MAXIMAL HERMITIAN 
SUBMATRICES OF R AN,, OF R’S SUCCESSWE SIMPLE DIAGONAL COYPLETIONS 
1 6 4 2 0 2 4 6 6 4 2 -1 6 8 
2 5 3 1 1 3 5 6 5 3 3 5 7 
4 2 0 2 4 5 5 4 2 4 6 
3 1 1 3 4 5 4 3 3 5 
2 0 2 3 1 4 3 2 4 
1 1 2 3 4 3 2 3 
0 1 2 3 3 2 2 
0 1 2 3 2 2 
0 1 2 2 2 
0 1 2 2 
0 1 2 
0 1 
13 0 
Cauchy’s interlacing theorem; using only this formula will inductively repro- 
duce these inequalities in the later rows. 
Outline of the proof of Theorem 1.2. At each stage we have constructed 
a table (like rows i’-13 of Table 1) of upper bounds on the nullities of the 
maximal Hermitian submatrices of successive simple diagonal completions by 
simply using Formula 3.2 repeatedly. \Ve observe the behavior of two 
properties as the table is extended: 
PISO~ICKI~~ 0. There is a zero in the row. 
PH0PEH.I.Y 1. Each pair of consecutive numbers in a row differ by f 1 
or 0. 
Observations: 
(i) If a row satisfies Property 1, then its successor row will also satisfy 
Property 1. 
(ii) If a row satisfies Properties 0 and 1, then its successor row will also 
satisfy Properties 0 and 1. 
The hypotheses and these observations imply that the unique number in 
the final row of the table will be zero. Therefore there is an invertible 
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TABLE 2 
Rocv 
0” 5 5 3 1 1 3 5 5 5 5 
1 6 4 2 0 2 4 6 6 6 
2 5 3 1 1 3 5 5 3 
4 2 0 2 4 5 5 
3 1 1 3 4 5 
2 0 2 3 3 
1 1 2 3 
0 1 2 
0 1 
0 
“Row 0 is a list of upper bounds for the 6,(RT) for the almost maximal 
Hermitian submatrices (RF} of R. 
Hermitian completion of R. The “furthermore” part may be established by 
using Equation (2.1) above together with Theorem 5 of [7]. n 
The next proposition is another illustrative example of the type of result 
that can be easily established using these tables. 
PROPOSITK~N 3.3. Let R be u five-hand Hermitian 14 X 14 m&-ix. Sup- 
pose that R, is invertible. Then there is an invertible Herrnitian completion F 
ofR. 
Proof. Using Lemma 2.3, the hypothesis 6, = 0, and the fact that 6 X 6 
matrices have kernels with dimension < 6, we see that row 1 of Table 2 is a 
list of upper bounds for {Si, i = 1,2,. . ,9]; a so row 0 of Table 2 is then a list 1. 
of upper bounds for {S(R,*), i = 1,2,. .., 10). Let R’ be a simple diagonal 
completion of R which is consistent with Theorem 2.1 on bordered matrices. 
Then Corollary 2.2 implies that row 2 of Table 2 is a list of upper bounds for 
the nullities of the eight maximal Hermitian submatrices of R’. We simply 
use Formula 3.2 repeatedly to fill in and complete the triangular Table 2. 
Then Corollary 2.2 implies that the row N of Table 2 is a list of upper 
bounds for some attainable nullities of the lo- N maximal Hermitian 
submatrices of a hypothetical (N - 1)st successive simple diagonal comple- 
tion of R. 
Since the number 0 in the bottom row is an upper bound for some 6(F), 
we see that F is invertible, which establishes this proposition. n 
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The proof of Theorem 1.1 will be modeled on this table and the proof of 
Proposition 3.3. 
Proof of Theorem 1 .l. We construct a table (like Table 2) of upper 
bounds on the nullities of the maximal Hermitian submatrices of successive 
hypothetical simple diagonal completions by simply using Formula 3.2 
repeatedly and these additional observations on the extension of the table. 
PROPERTY 1 - s. 
(a) For the s rightmost numbers in the row, each pair of consecutive 
numbers differ by f 1 or 0. 
(b) The row contains a zero or a pair of ones, and the entries in the row 
from this zero or pair of ones to the 8th rightmost spot are monotone 
increasing numbers. 
The next observation is a special case of Corollary 2.2(c); also it follows 
directly from Formula 3.2. 
Observations: 
(iii) If there is a zero in the rth place of row N, then there will be a zero 
in the (r - k)th place of row N +2k as long as k < r. [In addition, in row 
N +2k - 1 the pair of successive numbers in the (r - k)th and (r - k + 1)st 
places < (1, l).] 
(iv) Thus, in particular, if there is a zero in the rth place of row 1 (or row 
0), then there will be a zero in the first place of row 1 + 2(r - 1) = row 2 r - 1 
(or row 2r - 2, respectively). 
(v) If row k, 1~ k < n - m - 1, satisfies Property 1- s, then row k + 1 
will satisfy either Property I- s or Property 1. 
Now let us suppose that R, is invertible and 2r < n - m. Then 
Dim Ker Ri < m + 1. This and Lemma 2.3 will produce the following pattern 
for Row 1: 
* * * . . . * 0 2 4 ... 2x m+l m+1 ... m+l, 
with 2x = m - 1 or m according as m is odd or even, and with all the 
n - m - r - x rightmost numbers in row 1 being equal to m + 1. Thus row 1 
will satisfy Property 1 - s with s = n - m - r - x. Hence by repeated use of 
observation (v), row 2r - 1 will satisfy Property 1 - s with s = n - m - r - x 
or Property 1. Now row 2r - 1 has only t = n - m - 2r + 2 entries. Some 
arithmetic will show that t < s is equivalent to 2r > 2x + 4. By hypothesis, 
2r~m+5;alsomZ2x;hence2r~22x+4andt~s.Thereforerow2r-I 
will satisfy Property 1. Observation (iv) says that row 2r - 1 has a zero. Thus 
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the (2r -2)nd simple Hermitian completion of R will satisfy the hypotheses 
of Theorem 1.2. Therefore the (2 r - 2)nd simple Hermitian completion of R 
may be completed to an invertible matrix. 
When it is RT that is the invertible matrix, the proof is similar. Here 
Dim Ker RF < m and Dim Ker Ri < m + 1. The pattern for rows 0 and 1 will 
be this: 
* * * ... * 0 2 4*.. 2x m m ... m m 
* *“’ * 11 3 5 . ..2x+l mfl m+l...m+l 
with 2x = m - 1 or m -2 according as m is odd or even. But again, 
s = n - m - r - x will be the number of rightmost numbers in row 1 that are 
equal to m + 1 (the number m will appear s + 1 times on the right in row 0). 
Here row 2r -2 will be the one which satisfies Properties 0 and 1. 
The “furthermore” part may be established by using Equation (2.1) 
above together with Theorem 5 of [7]. n 
The work in this section suggests the following algorithm for sometimes 
showing that a known band matrix has an invertible Hermitian completion. 
ALCORIT~M 3.4 (For building tables of upper bounds for nullities). 
Given an m-band matrix R. 
Step 0. Calculate the 6(R:); list them in a row 0. 
Step 1. Calculate the 6(R,); list them in row 1 (below row 0). 
Step 2. Using Formula 3.2, calculate upper bounds for the 6(Ri) of a 
hypothetical simple completion R’ of R. List them in row 2 (below Row 1). 
In this manner, each new upper bound value is quickly calculated from the 
three numbers above its place. (Using Lemma 3.8 of [l], when applicable, 
will sometimes yield a slightly better result.) 
Step N. Calculate row N using Formula 3.2 on the data in rows N - 1 
and N -2. (Do not use Lemma 3.8 of [I] here.) 
Step n - m - 1. Calculate the bottom vertex. It is an upper bound on 
6(F) for any completion F which was built in a manner consistent with 
Theorem 2.1 on bordered matrices. When it is zero, we may conclude that 
the given matrix R has an invertible completion. 
Proof of Proposition 1.5(b). The “if’ part is a special case of Lemma 1.4. 
We note that all iS(R,)<l implies that all ]S(R,)- 6(Ri+,)l ,<l. If just 
one of the Ri is invertible, then Theorem 1.2 will establish the “only if’ part. 
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The remaining case is when one of the RF, i = 2,3,. , n - m, is invert- 
ible. If we start to build a table we note that row 1 will satisfy Property 1. 
Observation (i) says that row 2 will also satisfy Property 1. Also, observation 
(iii) says that row 2 will have a zero. Thus there is a simple completion R’ of 
R which satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1.2. Therefore R’ and hence 
also R may be completed to invertible matrices. W 
Proof of Proposition l.Siuj. We see by part (1,) that all the nullities must 
be equal to 1 in order for R not to have an invertible completion. But then 
the proof of Lemma 1.4 says that Ker R, = Ker R,, _),,. But this is not 
possible, since their domains do not intersect (as subspaces of C”). n 
4. STATEMENTS OF GENERAL RESULTS 
There is nothing special about the number zero being the dimension of a 
kernel of a maximal Hermitian submatrix. The methods of this paper will also 
establish more general results, some of which are listed in this section. 
DEI:IXI.IX)S. The matrix I{(Z) of Th eorem 2.1 is called a one-step 
compZetion of H(O). Suppose that a Hermitian band matrix R was filled in to 
a Hermitian completion F by a sequence of one-step completions consistent 
with Theorem 2.1 on bordered matrices. \Ve shall say that F was constructed 
from R by the standard procedure. 
TIIIWIWM 4.1. Sup,vose tht a Hermitiun m&-ix F tws constructed from 
u Hermitian m-bund n x n matrix R by the stundurd procedure. Suppose that 
m-6,+5<2r<n - m for some index r. Then S(F) < 6,. 
The proof of this theorem is essentially the same as the proof of Theorem 
1.1. 
TIINKEXI 4.2. Suppose thut a Hermitian mutrix F wus constructed from 
u Hermitian m-band n x n matrix R In/ the standard procedure. For u positiue 
integer r < (n - m)/2, suppose thut all the 
‘(Rr+j) Gj + 6(R,) for j=1,2 ,..., min{m-6(R,),n-m}. 
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6(F) <6(R,). 
This generalizes the Remark following Theorem 1.2. The proof is essen- 
tially the same as the proof of Theorem 1.2. 
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